


ONSS MOBİLYA RITA BEDROOM



Rita bedroom will fascinate you with its comfort, while it is a candidate 
to be the most simple and stylish parts of your home.

ONSS MOBİLYA RITA BEDROOM

Rita conquers hearts with the elegance of the console as well 
as the width of the storage area.

Rita wardrobe is a very large storage area 
with fifteen different storage areas.

RITA DRESSER RITA WARDROBE

Rita bedding is one of our most favorite pieces 
with its striking color as well as its elegance.

RITA BED

5 Door Wardrobe/5 Kapaklı Dolap 
Bed/Karyola 

Night Stand/Komodin
Dresser/Şifonyer

Dresser Mirror/Şifonyer Ayna 
Chest Of Drawer/Çamaşırlık 

Bench/Benç 

259
230
75
145
145
65
160

216
140
125
173
89
103
50

63
218
43
44
4
41
34

G/W Y/H D/D



ONSS MOBİLYA RITA BEDROOM



ONSS MOBİLYA RITA BEDROOM

The Rita dining room is an elegant and stylish touch for any 
home. Besides elegant elegance, it is a memory store for your 
loved ones.

Not only the elegance of the chairs, but also their 
comfort and convenience are the most important 

elements.

RITA CHAIR

The comfort of those tables where we sit and laugh for hours 
with friends is also very important to us.

RITA TABLE

This stunning Console is the perfect 
addition to any home adding a touch of 

modernism

RITA CONSOLE

Console/Konsol
Console Mirror/Konsol Ayna

Table/Masa

216
110
195

83
84
80

44
4

100

G/W Y/H D/D



ONSS MOBİLYA RITA TV UNIT

Tv Unit/Tv Ünitesi
Coffee table/Sehpa

G/W Y/H D/D
237
120

168
45

44
70





Rita berjer, the hero in the corner of your home, attracts 
you without disturbing the elegance of your home.

RITA BERGERE

It has been designed with a “comfort understanding” to offer 
the comfort you seek at home with its inner filling composition 

and soft fabric that you cannot get enough of sitting on.

RITA SEAT

Rita coffee table that impresses with its 
elegance that accompanies conversations 

with friends.

RITA COFFEE TABLE

ONSS MOBİLYA RITA SOFA SET



ONSS MOBİLYA HERA BEDROOM



The feeling of comfort and working performance in living environments primarily depend on 
the suitability of the physical body structures of the furniture used. Keeping these issues at 
the forefront, Hera continues to be the best in the field of furniture.

ONSS MOBİLYA HERA BEDROOM

Hera dresser, which is one of the most stylish parts of your 
bedrooms, will be worthy of your home with its storage area.

Hera wardrobe will be the best for you with 
its wide storage space.

HERA DRESSER HERA WARDROBE

In addition to the harmony of the comfortable and 
stylish bed with your home, its style is also the 

best for you.

HERA BED

Wardrobe/Dolap 
Bed/Karyola 

Night Stand/Komodin
Dresser/Şifonyer

Dresser Mirror/Şifonyer Ayna 
Chest Of Drawer/Çamaşırlık 

269
243
68
136
67
65

219
149
47
179
179
103

66
218
48
50
3
41

G/W Y/H D/D



ONSS MOBİLYA HERA BEDROOM



ONSS MOBİLYA HERA BEDROOM

Dining room sets, one of the most used furniture sets in 
homes, are offered to you for your liking. It is designed and 
produced by combining quality materials.

Hera berjer is a candidate to be the most charismatic 
piece in your sitting area. The minimal lines and elegant 
details of the armchair come together to add style and 

character to your living space.

HERA CHAIR

You can gather all your loved ones together with the Hera 
dining table, which can be opened without any limit to host 

your guests in your dining rooms.

HERA TABLE

The Hera console, which adjusts itself 
according to the style of your home, will be 

indispensable for your home.

HERA CONSOLE

Console/Konsol
Console Mirror/Konsol Ayna

Table/Masa

212
57

185/224

84
106
80

48
3

100

G/W Y/H D/D



ONSS MOBİLYA HERA TV UNIT

Tv Unit/Tv Ünitesi
Coffee table/Sehpa

G/W Y/H D/D
228
120

171
48

48
70





Hera berjer is a candidate to be the most charismatic 
piece in your sitting area. The minimal lines and elegant 
details of the armchair come together to add style and 

character to your living space.

HERA BERGERE

The sofa set, which has a unique design, creates an aesthetic 
and modern look. Hera Sofa Set model is the choice of those 
who love different designs. It has a high seating capacity with 

its large and comfortable seating areas. If you care about 
comfort and difference, this sofa set can be your choice.

HERA SEAT

Helper of pleasant moments, the capital of 
your home, Hera coffee table combines the 

practicality with the elegance.

HERA COFFEE TABLE



ONSS MOBİLYA LUPPIN BEDROOM



Unusual designs are moving towards becoming the most favorite parts of your 
home. A very large storage space for you without sacrificing comfort and 
elegance. We offer in the field.

ONSS MOBİLYA LUPPIN BEDROOM

While Lupin dresuar offers an additional storage,space without 
disturbing the ambiance in your bedroom, we are sure that it will 
make you feel more connected with its elegance and function.

Lupine wardrobe does not neglect to preserve its 
elegance while providing you with a large space as a 

storage area.

LUPIN DRESSER LUPIN WARDROBE

Lupin bed will attract you with 
its unique comfort as well as its 
design that will fascinate you.

LUPIN BED

Wardrobe/Dolap 
Bed/Karyola 

Night Stand/Komodin
Dresser/Şifonyer

Dresser Mirror/Şifonyer Ayna 
Chest Of Drawer/Çamaşırlık 

271
179
73
145
79
65

219
140
140
86
94
103

66
201
50
48
3
41

G/W Y/H D/D



ONSS MOBİLYA LUPPIN BEDROOM



Lupine dining room can’t wait to accompany your 
family and guests to the moments when you collect
beautiful memories that you will have a chat with.

ONSS MOBİLYA LUPPIN BEDROOM

While the Lupin chair plays an important role in 
completing your stylish meals, it never 

compromises on its elegance.

LUPPIN CHAIR

The Lupin console traps all the excess  in your home. 
It allows you to complete your home with its elegance.

HERA TABLE

The Lupin console traps all the excess 
in your home. It allows you to complete 

your home with its elegance.

LUPPIN CONSOLE

Console/Konsol
Console Mirror/Konsol Ayna

Table/Masa

218
60
195

86
85
45

48
3

100

G/W Y/H D/D



Lower Block/Alt Blok
Top Block/Üst Blok

Tv Unit/Tv Unitesi 
Coffe Table/Sehpa

G/W Y/H D/D
218
35
149
130

60
100
100
45

48
14
4
70


